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Game 4 a golden opportunity 

By Charles F. Gardner of the Journal Sentinel 

|(24) Comments 

The Bucks know what's at stake in Game 4 on Monday night against the Atlanta Hawks. 

If the Bucks win, it's a best-of-three series with the pressure moving squarely onto the shoulders of the 
third-seeded Hawks. If Atlanta wins, the Bucks head south facing elimination on Wednesday night. 

The Bucks trail, 2-1, entering Monday's game at the Bradley Center. 

"It's a huge game and we've got to expect them to come out with better all-around play," Bucks coach 
Scott Skiles said in his pre-game remarks to reporters. "Each game we play, we're probably going to 
need one of our better games if not our best game, to win." 

The Hawks struggled in the paint in Game 3 after a dominating inside effort in Game 2 in Atlanta. Josh 
Smith, guarded by Bucks forward Luc Richard Mbah a Moute, was just 2 of 12 from the field and 
scored seven points as the Bucks cruised to a 107-89 victory on Saturday. And Hawks center Al Horford 
was limited to 10 points. 

"We did a nice job the other night of collapsing and getting help down there," Skiles said. "If they make 
a point of emphasis on when we're down there, to get the ball out to the perimeter and force us to close 
out to some of their shooters, we'll have to deal with that." 

Skiles said the playoff experience has been good thus far for rookie point guard Brandon Jennings. The 
20-year-old opened the playoffs with a 34-point game in Atlanta and has averaged 18.7 points on 43.1% 
shooting, while shooting 44.4% from three-point distance (8 of 18). 

"He's been good," Skiles said. "Game 2 he struggled shooting the ball, but as he's done most of the year, 
it doesn't spill into the rest of his game. He's not turned the ball over and he's running the offense well. 
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"He's trying to do his best with (Mike) Bibby, who has a lot of experience and Jamal (Crawford) when 
he comes in. So far, so good." 
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everyone has to BRING it tonight for the Bucks. 

2. OneTug - Apr 26, 2010 7:19 PM 
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A must win game for our deer.....go gett'm... 
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Where was that vs the Cubs?? 
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HAHAH actually thought I was on the Brewers blog.. cause Gallardo got 2 rbis.. but gooooooo 
bucksgo 
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Wrong blog, Queen. 
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No need to confuse yourself, Queenie. Now that your beloved Brewers season has started, feel 
free to keep your blog pollution over there. 
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C'mon Milwaukee - Lets get back to even!! Go Bucks!!! 
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Yeah, Ridnour...steady as she goes.....right on Q! 
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Hopefully, that first three from Delfino will get him going. Getting a nice 
bounce like that can sometimes work wonders. 
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Well, welcome to the playoffs Mr. Delfino. Glad you could join us. 
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That's as fired up as I've seen Ridnour. 
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I hope they win this one for Johnny Mac. He deserves it. 
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Give it up for the energy Gadz is providing! 
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Slow start for Johnson & Smith, Horford has two fouls, three point lead after one. 
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So far so good. 
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AIO...converted Buck fan....all right Al....yeahhhhhh!!! 
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Nice D! 
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Buck energy.......feel it...love it. Hawks are pounding the Bucks and getting called on it. Not quit 
in these Bucks. 
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Smith close to losing his cool there. 
 
Zaza blows. 
 
Go Bucks! 
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JS needs to allow this blog to get to the next level..mods are killin a rally! 
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Super Congratulations out Big Mike Redd after winning the first annual Hertz Rent a Car Good 
Citizen Award for fantastic, selfless work helping depressed import car dealers in the Cleveland 
Area! 
 
Good. Job. Mike! 
 
Showing them how to do it with class. A real winner! 
 
Superblogger! 
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